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Abstract. Real life emotions are often blended and involve several simultaneous superposed or masked emotions. This paper reports on a study on the perception of multimodal emotional behaviors in Embodied Conversational Agents. This experimental study aims at evaluating if people detect properly the signs of emotions in different modalities (speech, facial expressions, gestures) when they appear to be superposed or masked. We compared the perception of emotional behaviors annotated in a corpus of TV interviews and replayed by an expressive agent at different levels of abstraction. The results provide insights on the use of such protocols for studying the effect of various models and modalities on the perception of complex emotions.



1 Introduction Affective behaviors in Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) can be quite useful for experimental studies on the perception of multimodal emotional behaviors as one can turn on/off a given signal or even a given modality. Real life emotions are often complex and involve several simultaneous emotions [15, 17, 33]. They may occur either as the quick succession of different emotions, the superposition of emotions, the masking of one emotion by another one, the suppression of an emotion or the overacting of an emotion. We refer to blend of emotions to denote these phenomena. These blends produce “multiple simultaneous facial expressions” [30]. Depending on the type of blending, the resulting facial expressions are not identical. A masked emotion may leak over the displayed emotion [17]; while superposition of two emotions will be shown by different facial features (one emotion being shown on the upper face while another one on the lower face) [17]. Distinguishing these various types of blends of emotions in ECA systems is relevant as perceptual studies have shown that people are able to recognize facial expression of felt emotion [14, 37] as well as fake emotion [16] from real life as well as on ECAs [27]. Moreover, in a study on deceiving agent, Rhem and André [29] found that the users were able to J. Gratch et al. (Eds.): IVA 2006, LNAI 4133, pp. 93 – 106, 2006. © Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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differentiate when the agent was displaying expressions of felt emotion or expression of fake emotion. Video corpora of TV interviews enable to explore how people behave during such blended emotions not only by their facial expression but also by their gestures or their speech [11]. Yet, these corpora call for means of validating subjective manual annotations of emotion. Few researchers have used ECAs for validating such manual annotations by testing how people perceive the replay of annotated behaviors by an agent. Ten Ham et al. [34] compared the perception of a video of a human guide vs. an agent using the same speech and similar non-verbal behaviors during a route description task but they did not consider emotion. Becker et al. [5] conducted a study to evaluate the affective feedback of an agent in a card game. They found that the absence of negative emotions from the agent was evaluated as stress-inducing whereas the display of empathic feedback supported the acceptance of the agent as a co-equal opponent. Aiming at understanding if facial features or regions play identical roles in emotion recognition, researchers performed various perceptual tasks or studied psychological facial activity [4, 7, 8, 20]. They found that positive emotions are mainly perceived from the expression of the lower face (e.g. smile) while negative emotion from the upper face (e.g. frown). One can conclude that reliable features for positive emotion, that is features that convey the strongest characteristics of a positive emotion, are in the lower face. On the other hand, the most reliable features for negative emotion are in the upper face. Based on these findings we have developed a computational model for facial expressions of blend of emotions. It composes facial expressions from those of single emotions using fuzzy logic rules [26]. Very few models of blended emotions have been developed so far for ECAs. The interpolation between facial parameters of given expressions is commonly used to compute the new expression [3, 12, 27, 31]. This paper reports on an experimental study aiming at evaluating if people detect properly the signs of different emotions in multiple modalities (speech, facial expressions, gestures) when they appear to be superposed or masked. It compares the perception of emotional behaviors in videos of TV interviews with similar behaviors replayed by an expressive agent. The facial expressions of the agent are defined using one of two approaches, namely the computational model of blend of emotions (hereafter called “facial blending replay”), or the annotation of the facial expressions from the video (“multiple levels replay”). We are also interested in evaluating possible differences between visual only vs. audio-visual perception as well as possible gender differences. We aim to test if findings reported in [18, 21] can be replicated here, that is if women tend to be better at recognizing facial expressions of emotions. Section 2 summarizes our previous work and describes how to replay multimodal emotional behavior from manual annotations. The replay integrates models of expressive behaviors and blended facial expressions. Section 3 describes the protocol. The results are presented and discussed in sections 4 and 5. We conclude in section 6 on the use of such protocols for studying the effect of various models and modalities on the perception of blends of emotions.
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2 Annotating and Replaying Multimodal Emotional Behaviors In order to study multimodal behaviors during real-life emotions, we have collected a corpus of emotionally rich TV interviews [10]. Several levels of annotation were manually coded using Anvil [23]: some information regard the whole video (called the “global level”); while some other information are related to emotional segments (the “local level”); at the lowest level, there is detailed time-based annotation of multimodal behaviors. Three expert coders defined the borders of the emotionally consistent segments of the clip and labeled each resulting segment with one or two labels. The annotation of multimodal behavior includes gesture expressivity since it was observed to be involved in the perception of emotion [24]. Besides, we have created an ECA system, Greta, that incorporates communicative conversational and emotional qualities [28]. Our model of expressivity is based on studies by researchers such as [19, 35, 36]. We describe expressivity by a set of 6 dimensions: Spatial extent, Temporal extent, Power, Fluidity, Repetition and Overall activity [22]. The Greta system takes as input a text tagged with communicative functions described with APML labels [9] as well as values for the expressivity dimensions that characterize the manner of execution of the agent's behaviors. The system parses the input text and selects which behaviors to perform. Gestures and other nonverbal behaviors (facial expressions and gaze behaviors) are synchronized with speech. The system looks for the emphasis word. It aligns the facial expressions and the stroke of a gesture with this word. Then it computes when the preparation phase of the gesture is as well as if a gesture is hold, co-articulates to the next one, if time between consecutive gestures allows it, or returns to the rest position. We have defined two corpus-based approaches to design different Greta animations based on the video annotations [26]. The “multiple levels replay” approach involves the level of annotation of emotions, and the low-level annotations of multimodal behaviors (such as the gesture expressivity for assigning values to the expressivity parameters of the ECA, and the manual annotation of facial expressions) [25]. The “facial blending replay” approach is identical to the “multiple levels replay” approach except for facial expressions: it uses a computational model for generating facial expressions of blend of emotions [25]. More details are provided below on how these two approaches have been used in our perceptual study.



3 Experimental Protocol 3.1 Protocol Description The goals of our experiment are to 1) test if subjects perceive a combination of emotions in the replays as in the original videos, and 2) compare the two approaches for replaying blended emotions. We have selected two different video clips of TV interviews for this study, each featuring a different type of blend. The 1st clip (video #3, 3rd segment) features a woman reacting to a recent trial in which her father and her brother were kept in jail. As revealed by the manual annotation of this video by 3 expert coders, her behavior is perceived as a superposition of anger and despair. This is confirmed by the annotation by 40 coders with various
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levels of expertise [2]. This emotional behavior is perceived in speech and in several visual modalities (gaze, head movements, torso movements and gestures). The 2nd clip (video #41) features a woman pretending to be positive after having received the negative election results of her political party, thus masking her disappointment by a smile. Such a video has been annotated as a combination of negative labels (disappointment, sadness, anger) and positive labels (pleased, serenity). The annotation of multimodal behaviors reveals that, for this segment, her lips show a smile but a tense smile that is with pressed lips. With respect to the contextual cues provided by the audio and the visual channels that might influence the subjects' perception of emotion, both channels provide information on the location (outdoor for video #3, indoor room with other people in video #41). Video #3 features both head and hands movements. Video #41 features only the face in close-up (the hands are not visible). The politician seen in video #41 is not a major figure. 40 subjects (23 males, 17 females), age between 19 and 36 (average 24) had to compare the original videos and the different Greta animations. 33 subjects were students in computer science, 7 were researchers, teachers or engineers. The experiment included two conditions: first without audio, and then with audio. In each condition, the subjects played the original video and four different animations. Two animations were specified with data from the literature on basic emotions in facial expressions [14] and body movements [35]. The two other animations were generated with the two approaches mentioned above for replaying annotated behaviors. Thus, for the superposition example of emotion in clip #3, four animations were designed: 1) Anger, 2) Despair, 3) multiple levels replay, and 4) facial blending replay. For the facial blending replay, the values assigned to the gesture expressivity parameters were computed from the multiple levels replay (e.g. from the manual annotation of perceived expressivity of hand gestures). Similarly, for the masking of emotion example in clip #41, the four animations were: 1) Joy, 2) Disappointment, 3) multiple levels replay, and 4) facial blending replay. Subjects had to assign a value between 1 (high similarity with the video) and 4 (low similarity) to each animation (Fig. 1). The order of presentation of the superposition and masking example, and the location on the graphical interface of the corresponding animations in the audio and no audio conditions were counterbalanced across subjects. Subjects could assign the same similarity value to several animations. After each condition, subjects had to answer a questionnaire. They had to report on their confidence when assigning similarity values. They could select between 5 confidence scores: 1) I clearly perceived differences between the 4 animations and I easily compared them to the video (4-point confidence score), 2) I perceived some differences that enabled me to do my evaluation (3-point), 3) I perceived some differences but had difficulties to compare the animations with the video (2-point), 4) I perceived few differences between the animations and had a lot of difficulties to evaluate them (1-point), 5) I did not perceive any differences between the animations (0-point). In the questionnaire, subjects also had to annotate the emotions that they perceived in the animation they ranked as the most similar to the original video. They could select one or several emotion labels from the same list of 18 emotional labels that had been used for the annotation of the videos in a previous experiment [2].
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Fig. 1. Screen dump of the superposition example ; 4 different animations and 4 sliders for selecting a similarity value for each animation ; the original video #3 (non blurred during the test) is displayed separately ; the video and the animations feature the facial expressions and the hand gestures ; the masking example is similar to this display but focuses on the face in the video #41 and in the corresponding ECA animations



3.2 Using “Multiple Levels” and “Facial Blending” Replays in the Study As we explained above, the “multiple levels replay” and the “facial blending replay” differ only by the computation of facial expressions [26]. In this section, we explain how they were used for the perception study. Our computational model of facial expressions arising from blends of emotions is used in the "facial blending replay". It is based on a face partition approach. Any facial expression is divided into n areas. Each area represents a unique facial part like brows or lips. The model computes the complex facial expressions of emotions and distinguishes between different types of blending (e.g., superposition and masking). The complex facial expressions are created by composing the face areas of the two source expressions. Different types of blending are implemented with different sets of fuzzy rules for the computation of the complex facial expression. The fuzzy rules are based on Ekman's research on blends of emotions [17]. Figure 2 shows the agent displaying the masked expression of disappointment (computed as similar to sadness) and fake joy. The images a) and b) display the expressions of disappointment and joy, respectively. Image d) shows the masking expression computed by the “facial blending replay”. We can notice that the absence of orbicularis oculi activity as indicator of unfelt joy[13] is visible on both images (c) and (d), the annotated video and the corresponding Greta simulation.
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(a) disappointment



(b) joy



(c) original video



(d) masking of disappointment by joy computed in the “facial blending” replay



Fig. 2. Disappointment masked by joy



In this example, single emotions (disapointment (a) and joy (b)) are defined in the system using Ekman’s research. In the “facial blending replay”, the facial expression is computed using the blending model for masking. In the “multiple levels replay”, the facial expressions are not generated from system predefined information. Instead, facial parameters such as brows movements, gaze direction, or mouth tension, have been specified out of the manual annotations of the original video. A correspondance table between the manual annotations and MPEG-4 Facial Animation specifications has been defined in this purpose. With respect to the audio channel, in order to avoid a bias due to speech synthesis quality in the evaluation of similarity between the ECA animations and the original video, we used in the animations the real speech from the original video.



4 Results 4.1 Superposition of Emotions We computed the number of times each animation was ranked as the closest to the video. In the no audio condition, Anger is perceived as the closest animation by 61% of the subjects (multiple levels replay 20%, facial blending 9%, Despair 9%). In the audio condition, Anger is perceived as the closest animation by 33% of the subjects (multiple levels replay 26%, facial blending 24%, Despair 17%). The perception of superposed emotions in the 1st clip was also examined using an analysis of variance with Audio output (no audio, audio) and Animation (multiple levels replay, facial blending replay, anger, despair) as within-subjects factors. Gender of subjects (male, female) was included as between-subjects factor. Rankings of animations were converted into similarity scores (the first rank became a 3-point score of similarity; the fourth rank became a 0-point score). The main effect of Animation proved to be significant (F(1/114)=15.86; p 
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